
Math 110 Quiz – based on the material of Week 11 (Section 108) Name:

Please check this box if you’re not officially enrolled in this section: �

Each of the two problems is worth 5 points. Justify all your answers; use complete sentences, and give explicit
formulas wherever possible.

1. A 2010 survey showed that among all Stanford students, 60% didn’t know how to tie their shoes, 10% could
tie their shoes with great difficulty, and the remaining 30% considered themselves to be shoe-tying experts. A
subsequent survey in 2011 showed that

• among those who previously couldn’t tie their own shoes, half were in the same state while half had
advanced to expert-level shoe-tying skills,

• all of those who could previously tie them with great difficulty had completely forgotten, and

• among those who had been experts, half remained so and half had fallen out of practice and now could
only tie their shoes with great difficulty.

Assuming this trend continues, if you bump into a Stanford student at the 2016 Big Game who couldn’t tie
their shoes back in 2013, what are the odds that they can’t do it now either?

The first thing to observe here is that the initial values are irrelevant: it’s already given to us that the student
of interest was unable to tie their shoes in 2013. Now, ordering the states as {can’t,barely can, expert}, our
transition matrix becomes
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We’re interested in the matrix entry (A3)1,1, and this is straightforwardly computed to be 3
8 .

2. People can be divided into two camps: cat people and dog people. Every year, 1/2 of the cat people decide to
switch to dogs, while 1/3 of the dog people decide to switch to cats. Regardless of how the world starts out,
what will be the steady-state outcome with regards to pet preferences?

Ordering the states as {cat person,dog person}, our transition matrix is
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This is a regular transition matrix, so we know that it will have a unique probability eigenvector with eigenvalue
1, namely its stationary vector. Solving the equation Av = v, it is not hard to come up with the solution
v = 2e1 + 3e2, and scaling this down to a probability vector gives 2

5e1 + 3
5e2. So, this will be the steady-state

outcome: 40% of people will prefer cats, while 60% of people will prefer dogs.


